
Alger On the Money 
A View on the U.S. Market

Inspired by Change, Driven by Growth.

•  There are now estimated to be more internet-connected devices than people in the world and 
connected devices are expected to grow over 30% annually, surpassing 20 billion in number  
by 2020.

•  Mobile internet will enable two important trends. The first is a massive increase in data collection 
that should lead to highly targeted advertisements and personalized digital experiences.

•  The second trend we expect is much greater automation, which may lead to appliances and 
machinery better serving humans and autonomously servicing themselves, such as a car that 
drives itself to a gas station when it is low on fuel.

•  Businesses that may benefit include payment companies, social networks, and mobile  
platforms on the personalization side, and appliance makers and technology-enabled  
grocery/consumer packaged goods retailers on the automation side.  Additionally, both  
trends may support cloud computing companies and memory-chip makers.

Source: Gartner
Note: Devices encompass machines, appliances, phones, etc. 

Global Connected Device Penetration Is Expanding
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The Revolution Is Here
As more and more devices are created with internet access and built-in sensors,  
technology costs are declining and connected device adoption is expected to skyrocket. 
The likely beneficiaries of the mobile internet revolution are companies that thrive on 
the utilization of massive amounts of personalized data and those that are poised to 
harness widespread automation.
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